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Abstract
An appropriate documentation of the scientific work process 1) advocates
the reproducibility of the research, 2) supports backtracking and following
side tracks, 3) improves the data quality, and 4) helps to avoid reinventing
the wheel.
Instead of formal documentation, we focus on traces that are left behind
when working. By traces we refer to free-form notes and comments written
down explicitly, but also to expressions, commands and work schemes created
primarily to utilize various operations of the software. These pieces together
reflect the thinking process, which needs to be retraced, say, when revising
a paper after a possibly long review process. Leaving useful traces enhances
the documentation and helps to get back on the track.
We demonstrate these ideas especially with the matrix operations of
SURVO MM software. Its unique editorial interface promotes building and
maintaining the work process so that each step is appropriately documented.
Our examples are taken from certain new developments in the area of
multivariate statistical modeling with measurement errors.
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